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A Homeschooling Curriculum that combines art, science, months, weather, seasons and language

arts all in one adorable book! This book can be use as a summer bridge activity book for any child

who needs spelling practice. "Not your tradition spelling practice! The book starts with poems for

every month, one page the poem is complete spelling words are in a different print, on the next

page you fill in the missing spelling words, so its more like a game for kids who find writing their

spelling words over and over boring! There are pages for practicing spelling words as well as using

your spelling words in creative writing. The book ends with a section to create your own calendar." -

Melissa This is a very creative spelling book for children who have serious problems with spelling!

The book is perfect for creative, active and imaginative children who like animals. The activities are

fun and they use logic to show children how to teach themselves to spell 150 important words! Find

all of our Fun-Schooling Books at www.FunSchoolingBooks.com - We have amazing math books

and homeschooling Journals too!  We teach spelling without flash cards, quizzes or test. We do not

ask children to memorize lists. Instead we use art, logic and creativity to help children to remember

how to spell all of these essential spelling words. This book is designed for children who can read

on a second grade level or higher.  Children will use this book to practice reading, writing, spelling,

logic, art, drawing, coloring, creating calendars and for writing their own stories and poems.  If the

child is Dyslexic this book should follow Dyslexia Games Series B. This book uses the Open

Dyslexic Font and also gives children the opportunity to color their spelling words. The activities

bounce back and forth between coloring, drawing, finding the missing parts of poems and pictures

while the students use their imagination. This activity book is designed for children who need right

brain stimulation while learning how to read, write and spell. This book teaches spelling though

rhyming, whole word visual picturing, logic, copying, coloring, and memory boosting games. If your

child struggles with phonics instruction, don't worry! This is the perfect activity book to help teach

spelling, reading and writing to students who learn in unique ways and struggle with phonics!  This

book includes many fun activities like making monthly calendars and making up poems and stories

using their spelling words.  The artwork in this book is very cute with nature and animals as the

theme. The main character is a whimsical little girl. Some little boys may think the book is for girls,

although many of the animal friends are boys.  If your child can read and just needs to practice

spelling, then you can assign two â€œDo-It-Yourselfâ€• Pages every day. If your child is a struggling

reader you will need to take three minutes per day to read the poem with your child.  Finally!

Spelling can be a FUN part of your childâ€™s education!  Here are some words your child will

master: Above Again Along Always April Arrives August Autumn Beach Beauty Begin Berries Bloom



Brand Breeze Bright This book is excellent for homeschooling students ages 7 to 12, for children

with Dyslexia, and for summer bridge activities for grades 2 to 5.  A Perfect Solution for Spelling

Problems! 139 Pages of FUN & Learning!
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I love this book! The methodology for spelling is excellent! The illustrations are adorable! I want to

color it! :)I have reviewed quite a few of the Thinking Tree's books by receiving the book at a

discount, but I am here to tell you it has no bearing on my reviews. I bought this one and several

others to use with my children and I LOVE them!!! See my video for details!

This is the cutest spelling book ever created. This is a nice think activity book. Did I say that it is

SOOOO CUTE!

I personally think this book is wonderful! I've bought several of their publications hoping it would

catch on since I love the idea so much. My kids... not so much. My 8 year old said it didn't help it at

all with spelling and he didn't want to do it anymore since it isn't helping. So I love it, my son doesn't!

This book is great for not only a homeschooler but for any one that wants to work on their spelling. It



covers months, seasons, and words that goes along with these such as frost and seagull. My son is

almost 9. He has had a struggle with reading and spelling and has been reluctant with both. This

has gotten him more interested and excited about learning. As he gets better at spelling, his

confidence reading has grown.The book is a bit girly but we get around this by having him doodle

on the illustrations into more boyish illustrations. This has also served the purpose of having him to

slow down and take his time which has helped his penmanship. There is no right or wrong way to

use the book. You can do what works best for your child. We go over the words to see what he

knows. He then colors in the words, each word a different color, or whatever activity is on the pages.

We then go over the words again and he practices writing the misspelled words or writing a short

story using them. There is also a design your own calendar in the back which has been a huge hit

with my son.I highly recommend this book. The illustrations are cute and fun to color or doodle on.

The way the book is set up, it makes mastering the words more simple and fun.

The Four Season Spelling Time: Spelling Poems, Art & Logic Games, Fun Spelling Practice Pages,

What Words Can You Spell, Creative Writing Prompts, Draw Each Lesson, Make Your Own

Calendar. This is absolutely wonderful! I am so excited for everyone to use this! Thank-you Sarah

Janisse Brown for another Fun Spelling Journal.

My daughter needed a boost in her writing/spelling so I purchased this to use in our homeschool.

She really enjoys the coloring pages but the spaces were very tiny for her at first. If your child

struggles to write small you may want to hold off on this book for awhile. She is becoming a better

speller and writer but this book is not a spelling program by itself. You will still need drills and

additional practice.

Very cute but ineffective for my son. He couldn't remain focused on the actual assignment because

he was too busy coloring. We went back to a more traditional approach and it's much easier/faster

for him to get through his spelling words.If your little one isn't distracted easily this might be a good

fit for him/her.

My 7 year old daughter is delighted with this book. She loves the pictures. I am excited how this will

add to her vocabulary as well. I gave 4 stars, but only because I also purchased one for my 8 year

old son, and he thought it was girly, and does not want to use it at all. I think perhaps the cover or

description of this product should recommend it for girls.
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